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Anne-Lie Högberg’s books about Agnes all circle around relationships and the struggle
of when life don’t turn out the way you plan it. All three novels are to some extent based
on Anne-Lie's own experiences, but only the author knows what is fiction and what is
fact. She has put a lot of emotions in to the story about what happens to Agnes and her
family when injustice strikes, but her stories also holds a lot of courage, hope and love –
all that is needed to survive this thing called life.
Anne-Lie’s very honest and close-to-home style or writing has really captured the
audience as well as her own story as a breast cancer survivor. Just three weeks after her
debut novel, Never forever after, was released she was diagnosed and a year of hard
chemotherapy and recovery began.
Anne-Lie was born in 1964 and lives in Bålsta outside Stockholm. After a long career in
the finance and administration sector, she is now self-employed as a full-time
administrative consultant and author.
Said about Anne-Lie’s work:
“If you are even mildly interested in people and relationships, then you must read Anne-Lie Högberg’s
debut relationship novel.” Erikas bokprat
“This sequel to the author’s debut novel is a captivating story about fear, sibling love and the
unpredictability of life. Högberg tackles difficult questions such as how a potentially fatal disease and
uncertainty affects maternity and how secrets can affect relationships. The book is really well written and
captivates the reader from the word go. As the story is partly written from personal experiences, it
becomes even more fascinating. Definitely worth a read!” BJT (Swedish Library Ass.)
“This will be the best book that Anne-Lie has ever written.”
Words like: “WOW!” “GOOOOOD!” and “BEAUTIFUL!” and even “DAMMIT!” are used. Short testimonials
from test audience and editorial readers about Before we knew
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